Community Mosaic and Retreat in Guatemala
with Cynthia Fisher

mosaic panel under construction

Session One, March 23 - March 30, 2022
Session Two, March 30 - April 6, 2022

Overview
Join our week long mosaic retreat and participate in building mosaic
murals in the town of San Lucas Tolimán on magical Lake Atitlán in the
mountains of Guatemala. San Lucas Tolimán is off the beaten path and
one of the lake towns currently less visited by tourists. With a population
that is 95% Indigenous you may hear locals at the market speaking K’iche’
as frequently as Spanish. The town has an ambitious goal, to become
renowned as a destination where the artwork becomes the attraction for
much needed tourist traf c. Our goal is to brighten and beautify the
many cement walls that line the town, and in 2022 we hope to add to the
existing 9 mosaic murals we already created.
We stay at the lovely Hotel Tolimán, where the lake views are amazing
and the locals and hotel staff are friendly and accommodating.
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Hotel Tolimán is eco-conscious with a restaurant that offers food grown in
an on-site organic garden.

This retreat is open to all, mosaic artists, their signi cant others as well as
those coming for R&R. Participating in this project is a wonderfully rich
undertaking; the town and environment are a hidden gem. In addition to
your personal experience you will be supporting the local economy - we
encourage you to bring lots of spending money!
Part of the fee goes toward supporting the local artist’s collective,
Tz’unünen. We will go on a tour with collective artists and hear the stories
behind their inspiring painted murals.

mural painted by Tz’unünen Artists Collective, around the corner from mosaics
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Week Schedule
Our time is divided between working on the project and experiencing
the local culture. The stream-lined mosaic mural schedule:

day 1 Arrive at the hotel some time in the late afternoon/early evening
(depending on traf c leaving Guatemala City, can be 3-5 hours)

Laying tile in the indirect method
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Grouting mosaics

day 2 We get right to work! We work in the indirect method laying tile
on sticky mesh. You are welcome to explore the village and lake or relax
by the pool when you want a break from the project.
day 3 Morning and afternoon sessions working on the murals.
day 4 Finish laying tile, apply sticky paper and cut mosaic into sections in
preparation for the installation. Afternoon off for all.
day 5 We attach mosaics to walls.
day 6 Field trip on lake, info below.
day 7 Grout and clean mosaics, take pictures, have fun and relax.
day 8 Leave 6 AM for shuttle ride to the airport.
Free time activities
Included in the package is a full day boat tour to other lakeside towns.
Each town has its own unique atmosphere and traditional dress. We visit
a weaving studio and 2 ceramic studios where we have guided tours of

Weavers demonstrate natural dye process in San Antonio Palopó

each facility. We hope to re-visit a new artisan shop that markets (and
gives free samples) of chocolate rum and artisan chocolate. Participants
can choose additional special activities on the free afternoon on day 4
and afternoon of day 7.
Options (separate fees, not included in package):
• guided tour volcano hike (- this is an intense ALL day experience)
• a tour of a local coffee plantation
• hiking with a guide to a site of Mayan stonework
• hiking to a bird sanctuary where Quetzal Birds can be spotted
Kayaking on the lake, a swim in the pool, hammock lounging, or a visit
to town on market days are all ways to enrich your experience. The
hotel can arrange for onsite massage (not included in fee but a fabulous
way to spoil yourself!)

Kayaking amidst volcanoes…

Mosaic Speci cs
All levels of participants are welcome, from rst timers to those with
advanced skills. We use commercial ceramic tile, 1/4” thick. Local
supplies are extremely limited, so we purchase most of the tile in
Guatemala City. We recommend bringing hand held ceramic tile nippers
(can be purchased at Lowe’s or Home Depot) and wheeled nippers if you

WHEELED NIPPERS
CERAMIC TILE NIPPERS

desire. A manual tile cutter that scores and snaps linear shapes is also
available for our use. Materials are provided, but if you'd like to bring
colorful tiles or broken pottery in hard to nd shades - reds, oranges,
yellow, greens or other bright colors, they are welcome.
We provide the inspiration, guidance, artistic assistance, fun and whimsy.
You share your enthusiasm, volunteer and team spirit, creativity and hard
work to make the experience memorable for one and all.
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PRICE PER WEEK:
$1200 per person, mosaic participants for a single room
$1000 per person, mosaic participant for a shared room
$900 per person, not participating in mosaic project for a shared room
12 mosaic participants/week + 6 non mosaic participants MAXIMUM

YOUR FEE COVERS:
• Hotel room including breakfast
• Mosaic costs - all materials, design time fees, hiring local installers,
covering onsite costs to hotel
• Group shuttle to and from hotel/Guatemala City
• Donation to artist’s collective Tz’unünen
• Boat tour on lake including all activities of the day (participants pay
for their own lunch + sundries)
• Group tour of painted murals in town
• Tips for group activities - including shuttle to/from airport, all tips
associated with boat tour, studio visits etc
NOT INCLUDED
• Airfare OR Travel Insurance (Recommended)
• Passport fees
• Shuttle/taxi if you don’t sign up for group shuttle
• Lunch and Dinner and Alcohol
• Laundry service or other incidentals not speci cally mentioned
• Additional nights’ lodging if you want to add time on to our
planned stay.
• Covid test for returning to US - (this may be a free
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Logistics
• Transportation from the airport to the hotel and return from the hotel to
the airport is included in the fee with the pre-arranged group shuttle.
Participants will be noti ed of the schedule so you can purchase your
plane tickets to align with the shuttle schedule. If the times don’t work
you can feel free to arrange your own transportation to the hotel at your
own expense to arrive for the rst day of the project. Keep in mind it is a
3 hour trip minimum and travel options are limited.
• Most participants spend a night in Guatemala City as ight arrival times
don’t accommodate the shuttle-to-hotel schedule. This also allows for
unanticipated travel delays. We suggest the Biltmore Hotel; it is a nice
way to get to know other members of the group.

‘Tolimoto’ mural 2019

• Single rooms are limited so we encourage buddying up.
• Breakfast is included. Lunch and dinner are available at the hotel and
the food is wonderful with vegetarian and meat options. Because the
town is not (yet) a tourist destination, other dining options are very
limited.
• Tipping in Guatemala is a BIG DEAL. 10% is customary. Remember to
tip for meals, your hotel room, and any activities you arrange on your
own. People really appreciate your generosity.
• COVID Your participation will depend on your comfort level traveling
during these times. Because I know how much the town needs our
support I am willing and eager to accompany others that feel the same
way. To participate in this project you must show proof of vaccination
which you will also need upon entering Guatemala. To re-enter the
United States, as of September 2021 one needs a negative covid test

which is available in San Lucas Tolimán. There are free tests available
and tests that cost about $20.
• PAYMENT SCHEDULE:
• Deposit of 400$ upon signing up to retain your spot, this
includes$50 non-refundable application fee.
• In the past this project has lled fast, sign up soon!
• Final payment is due on February 1, 2022.
• All payment will be via VENMO.
• CANCELLATION FEE SCHEDULE:
• If the trip is cancelled due to insuf cient attendance or is COVID related,
your full payment will be refunded minus a $50 non-refundable fee
• If for any reason you cancel by January 31, 2022 you will be refunded
your full deposit minus a $50 non-refundable application fee
• Final payment is due on February 1, 2022. If you cancel after this date,

Cynthia Fisher next to one of murals
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you will be refunded 50% of monies paid.
• If you need to cancel your trip and can nd a replacement you will get
back all monies paid minus the $50 non-refundable application fee.

A bit of background - The story behind the mosaic murals- I rst started
creating murals accompanied by my husband Marcus and son Rory in
Guatemala in 2013 in the city of Quetzaltenango. After 3 separate murals
there, an opportunity presented itself in the less urban and much more
relaxing and aesthetically appealing San Lucas Tolimán. I spearheaded
the rst 3 murals working with local residents on my rst 2 visits. I invited
another mosaic artist to help organize trips bringing American groups in
2019 and 2020. Nothing would be possible without the support of Hotel
manager Chati Cuesta, the wonderful woman with dreams of
transforming the town and the enthusiasm to help make it happen. Chati
proposed the concept of making San Lucas Tolimán an artistic mecca and
our annual mosaic retreats and your participation will be a vital part of
making this dream come true.
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Cynthia Fisher has been a professional artist for 30 years, rst as an
illustrator of children’s books, with over 35 books published, and since
2000 as a ne artist focusing on mosaics. Her main focus is public art, with
interior and exterior installations across the US, from hospitals, museums
and town commons to churches and universities. She also creates mosaic
commissions for residential settings, teaches the indirect method at craft
centers as well as in her studio, undertakes school residencies and
community projects. Last and not at all least, Fisher always nds time to
create her personal abstract mosaic work which has won both national
and international awards. Her Guatemalan experiences have greatly
enriched her life. Check out http://www.bigbangmosaics.com/mosaiccommunity-projects-guatemala.html for detailed pictures and
descriptions of all 7 projects.

